Logic Programming: Can the learning and teaching process be improved apart from standards adopted by most professors and established in academic books?
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Abstract. Logic programming is one of the most important subjects for students pursuing a degree in Information Technology and Communication (ITC) at higher education institutions. Teaching logic programming is considered one of the seven greatest challenges of computer science education in this century due to the high rate of failure among students, and because it directly influences how students will perform in other related subjects for the remainder of their program. Therefore, researching new strategies such as the ERM2C methodology is essential for improving education in the area. The methodology proposes that the process be developed in two stages: the first for reading/understanding any algorithm, and the second for building total or partial logic to solve problems. The methodology is still in the validation process, but the results obtained so far have been considered satisfactory.
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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the most important subjects for students pursuing a degree in Information Technology and Communication (ITC) is logic programming [1]. It is also the subject that has the highest rate of failure in Brazil and in the rest of the world [1][2][3][4][5][6][7][8]. For this reason, it’s one of the seven greatest challenges in computer science education in this century (McGettrick *apud* [9]).

The explanation for this statement is that the knowledge students acquire in this subject will directly influence their performance in other related subjects throughout the remainder of their program [1]. Therefore, studies to identify the reasons behind the high failure rate are essential, as are strategies for improving the learning/teaching process [2][3].

Interviews with local university students identified that the vast majority has difficulty creating algorithms for solving sometimes even basic problems. However, interviews with faculty members of these same institutions indicate that building algorithms are the problem-solving strategies used in the classroom and in textbooks.

If students have trouble solving problems using this method taught by most professors, there is no guarantee that students will learn and consequently be approved in this subject?

An alternative can be the ERM2C methodology, which combines the traditional method adopted by most professors and what have been identified as the best strategies being used by professors with lower failure rates.

The ERM2C methodology was tested during 5 semesters: 4 with volunteer students and one at a private programming logic course. The result, despite not being conclusive, can be considered satisfactory.

This article presents the ERM2C methodology and is divided in 5 sections: 1. Introduction, 2. the problem with the learning/teaching process in logic programming, 3. the ERM2C methodology, 4. the results achieved from applying the methodology, and 5. the conclusion.

2 THE PROBLEM WITH THE LEARNING/TEACHING PROCESS IN LOGIC PROGRAMMING

After more than 22 years of programming experience and 2 additional years of teaching experience in higher education institutions, I had my first experience as a professor of Logic Programming at a university in 2000.

At the end of the first semester I was concerned with the results. More than 60% of my students had failed the course because they were not able to build algorithms. I concluded that, despite having experience in logic
programming, I was not able to teach it using the methodology found in the list of textbooks recommended for the subject. Therefore, I decided that another strategy had to be found for teaching the subject. During the second semester, after including other teaching strategies, the failure rate was still high at 50%. This led me to question my ability to teach logic programming but also to wonder if the problem was just me. Informal surveys of logic programming and other similar courses performed during the last eight semesters in 4 local universities ascertained that more than 60% of students failed these courses each semester (Table 1). It became clear that problems teaching the subject were not exclusive to me. Next, I questioned if the problem was local.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 – Logic Programming Failure Rate at Local Universities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The answer is that the subject of logic programming has one of the highest rates of failure in universities [1][2][3][4][5][6][7][8], which makes teaching it one of the seven greatest challenges in computer science education of this century [9]. Therefore, it is imperative to determine the reasons for this problem and subsequently identify strategies that can improve the learning/teaching process.

Private interviews with over 60 students from some of the universities surveyed show that the vast majority of students have trouble building algorithms for even less complex problems (Figure 1).

Difficulties in problem solving are related to [2][3]: (i) the level of detail the solution must have; (ii) associating procedures established in natural language to procedures in programming language.

The second problem can be addressed by applying rules that restrict an algorithm’s set of possible actions to an equal set of standard commands that are used in most programming languages [10].

The problem of the level of detail is related to skills acquired from studying and from practical experience [11]. However, it is not easy to acquire experience when building solutions is a problem. One possible answer can be found in strategies adopted by professors who have lower failure rates. With this in mind, professors from a number of universities were interviewed in an attempt to identify the methodologies they use to teach the subject.

The results showed that most professors followed the procedure found in most of the textbooks recommended for the subject (Figure 2): building algorithms to solve problems. Additionally, some professors taught their students to evaluate and/or correct, and/or update, and/or optimize solutions before teaching them how to build it.

The issue, therefore, is: there is no guarantee that students will learn and that failure rates will decrease when professors teach the method of building algorithms as the way to solve posed problems, which is difficult for students to accomplish.

There is no easy answer to this issue. However, if we consider that studying and practical experience produce the necessary skills, viable alternatives can be found in methods such as the ERM2C, which encompasses all of the practices identified in our research: (i) evaluate existing solutions; (ii) maintain existing solutions by either correcting the problem or updating the solution; (iii) optimize existing solutions; and (iv) create new solutions.
3 THE ERM2C METHODOLOGY

Professors and researchers use three approaches to improve the learning/teaching process in logic programming: Tools, Strategies, and Tools and Strategies together. The ERM2C methodology is one of these strategies.

This methodology considers the main objective of logic programming, which is for students to be able to develop an algorithm, or a finite sequence of actions to solve an established problem by the end of an academic period. According to Chantler, a good program using clear algorithms has the following characteristics: it does what is expected (precision) continuously (reliability); it manipulates all data precisely and correctly (power) without any unnecessary processing (efficiency); and is easily altered (maintainability).

Because most students have little or no experience, it is sometimes nearly impossible for them to make build algorithms that are precise, reliable, powerful, efficient, and maintainable enough to produce good programs. Therefore, before developing algorithms students must be able to easily read and understand them, whether theirs or another’s, or whether the problem is defined or not. Having good examples is a step toward building products that are similar or better.

The ERM2C methodology was based on this premise. It is made up of 5 stages (Understand, Review, Improve, Complement, and Build) and each of the stages is divided into 3 levels (basic, intermediate, advanced). The stages were grouped into 2 phases: algorithm knowledge and algorithm building, both partial and total.

Students advance levels when an established minimum number of exercises are correctly concluded. Once students finish the advanced level activities, they are qualified for the next stage. The algorithm knowledge phase begins with the Understand stage, where students learn to read and understand algorithms, independent of their author. These skills are indispensable in the Review stage where students identify the combination of actions that produce unexpected final results within an algorithm.

In the Improve stage students propose modifications to algorithms with the objective of improving its performance.

Once the algorithm knowledge phase is concluded, students are qualified for algorithm building. Here students acquire skills for the Complement stage that deals with completed logic programming and seek to develop or adapt solutions to meet newly identified needs.

The Build stage in algorithm building is where students create their own solutions to stipulated problems, or in other words, they build their own algorithms.

Before the algorithm knowledge and building phases can be developed, however it is necessary to have a preliminary phase called Introduction, where the basic concepts of algorithm logic and graphic representation methods are presented.

Because the ERM2C is “a methodology that preserves the individual characteristics of the students, since it is individual development as opposed to group development, that allows level advancement within each stage” (each class with, maxim, 30 students), the professor must identify each student’s level of experience at the end of the introduction phase.

3.1 Identifying Student Experience

Identifying student experience is done through an evaluation of five questions, each referring to one stage of the ERM2C. All questions are at intermediate level.

The objective evaluation is to determine the kind of experience students have with logic programming development in order to establish their starting level in the course. This keeps students that have more experience motivated to develop their projects.

At Jeriz’s suggestion, the stage, the level within each stage and suggested requirement for releasing students from the class are presented in Table 2.
Table 2 – Student Stage and Initial Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Result of Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Did not conclude any of the 5 questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Did not conclude the last 4 questions and finished less than half of the first.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Did not conclude the last 4 questions and finished more than half of the first.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Did not conclude the last 4 questions, but completed the first.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Did not conclude the last 3 questions and finished less than half of the second.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Did not conclude the last 3 questions and finished more than half of the second.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Did not conclude the last 3 questions, but finished the first 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Did not conclude the last 2 questions and finished less than half of the third.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Did not conclude the last 2 questions and finished more than half of the third.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Did not conclude the last 2 questions, but finished the first 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complementary</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Did not conclude the last 2 questions and finished less than half of the fourth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Did not conclude the last 2 questions and finished more than half of the fourth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Did not conclude the last question, but finished the first four.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Concluded the first four and less than half of the fifth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Concluded the first four and more than half of the fifth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Released from subject</td>
<td></td>
<td>Correctly concluded all 5 questions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Phase: algorithm knowledge

The knowledge phase encompasses the first three stages of the methodology (Understand, Review, and Improve) due to the belief that before students can start developing an algorithm they must be able to:

1. Interpret algorithms, independent of the author (Understand).
2. Recommend algorithm actions that can alter the final expected result. (Review).
3. Propose alterations to correct wrong actions or include new actions to improve the performance of the algorithm or to alter its main objective. (Improve).

In the Understand stage, students read completed algorithms that have been validated by other people with more experience, or in other words, they have no logic mistakes. Students answer a series of questions related to the results expected at the end of processing the problem. There are typically at least 10 exercises for each problem level (simple, medium, and complex).

The goal of the Review stage is for students capable of understanding an algorithm to identify the combination of actions that caused unexpected final results (corrective maintenance). Students will usually need problem descriptions, incorrect solutions, and the problem that was detected in order to identify the problematic areas. At least 10 exercises in each level are necessary to successfully prepare students.

One of the most complicated stages is Improve, which is divided into two distinct parts: identifying and removing unnecessary steps to achieving expected results in algorithms (power), and identifying a combination of actions that, despite helping to achieve the expected results, reduce algorithm performance, and proposing a combination of actions to replace them (efficiency). Each part of the stage must be worked on separately and a minimum of 10 exercises for each level of complexity is required.

3.3 Phase: algorithm building

The building phase corresponds to 2C in the ERM2C methodology. It is similar to what is found in textbooks, but different in how solution-building process as a whole is conducted. This phase is divided into the Complement and Build stages.

In the Complement stage, students should already have the ability to understand, review, and improve incomplete algorithms that still need developing or adapting due to the alterations in initial objectives. Students now propose a combination of actions that are needed to achieve the new expected results. In this stage, ongoing and/or adaptive maintenance can be used, initially with only one logic point, and later in various places in the algorithm. In both cases, a minimum number of 10 exercises for each level of complexity are required.

The Build stage is the same one used in traditional methodology where students develop a logical solution to a posed problem. The number of exercises must not be less than 10 per level of complexity.
4 ERM2C METHODOLOGY: RESULTS

The ERM2C Methodology was taught during four semesters to associate degree students enrolled in logic programming classes in two higher education institutions. It was offered during alternative time slots and totaled 48 class hours.

The students who participated volunteered for the experiment and were divided into 2 groups (each one with 11 students/semester): students taking the subject for the first time and students who had already taken the subject and failed. Each of these groups worked at different times, and was not allowed to switch times.

Table 3 – Students Approved in Logic Programming – ERM2C Methodology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>1 New</th>
<th>1 Returning</th>
<th>2 New</th>
<th>2 Returning</th>
<th>3 New</th>
<th>3 Returning</th>
<th>4 New</th>
<th>4 Returning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although inconclusive, the final results (Table 3) can be considered satisfactory. The number of new students who failed was on average 2 students, or 18% lower than the 37% shown in the research. Among returning students the failure rate was less than 1 student on average or approximately 8% lower than the 23% shown in the research.

The methodology was not continued after the conclusion of the fourth and last semester due to trouble finding new volunteers and the author’s departure from teaching.

However, the methodology was again used in a private, regular course of Logic Programming during the second semester of 2009. It was taught in 48 class hours, over a period of 3 months that consisted of 4 monthly meetings that lasted 4 hours each.

The group had 4 new students and 8 returning students, all of which were enrolled at higher education institutions in ITC. In this group only 25% failed, including 2 students who dropped out of the ITC program.

If the students who dropped out are not considered, the approval rate was 100% for new students and over 83% for returning students.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENDEAVORS

Most ITC university students consider logic programming as being the most difficult subject, which is proven by the high rate of failure at the end of each semester. Therefore, teaching it is considered one of the seven greatest challenges in computer science education in this century.  

Some professors and researchers have been working with three approaches to overcome this challenge and improve this teaching/learning process. These are: tools, strategies, and tools and strategies.  

As a strategy, the ERM2C Methodology initially prepares logic programming students to increase their knowledge of algorithms, and later enables them to build solutions to problems. These are called the knowledge and the building phases.

During the knowledge phase, students acquire the skills necessary to understand (the ability to read), review (the ability to read and identify incorrect actions that must be removed or replaced) and improve (the ability to read, identify problematic actions, and to propose improvements) algorithms.

During the building stage, students acquire the skills necessary to complement (identify and propose changes that meet the needs of the alterations in problem definitions) and build (propose a solution for the resolution of a problem) algorithms.

The methodology was applied to small group of volunteer associate degree students during 4 semesters, and for 1 semester in a regular private course. The rate of student failure among the participants was lower than the 60% rate identified in the informal research.

This result, albeit satisfactory, is not yet conclusive. The author, however, believes that the ERM2C methodology can be used in logic programming courses offered in undergraduate or technical programs in the ITC area.

Since it is new, future work is needed to consolidate the methodology:

a) Implement the methodology for logic programming in other private courses over the next few years
b) Include the methodology in logic programming courses for associate’s degree volunteer students
c) Specify a system for measuring student success rates (approved or failed) at the end of each school semester, considering the last levels and stages concluded by students
d) The conclusion and publication of 2 books about the methodology, one that presents the theory and the other that presents practical exercises.
6 INFORMATION AND QUESTIONS

You may contact at rluizcampos@yahoo.com.br
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